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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

General Disclaimer
Investing in Token Generating Events (TGE) and other crypto-currency transactions carries a certain amount
of risk. As a result, we anticipate that you will have the financial skills, expertise, and understanding
necessary to assess the risk of and participate in our TGE.

Not financial advice nor recommendation
It would be best to undertake your own evaluation of the material included in this whitepaper, which has
been created for informative purposes only. This White Paper is not a Product Disclosure Statement nor an
equivalent formal registered offer document under the securities laws of any jurisdiction. Thus, it does not
contain all the information nor any independent review from any regulatory authority that such records are
required to support investment decisions.
Before relying on or acting on any information offered, we highly advise you to conduct your own research
and get independent expert financial advice. If you choose to invest based on the information provided,
you do so entirely at your own risk.

Limitation of Liability
Duty coin, Shareholders, or any of their respective directors, officers, trustees, partners, agents, advisers,
employees, or other representatives make no promise on the accuracy of the information included herein.
Duty coin expressly limits and accepts no liability for any claim made by any person (natural or otherwise)
or entity for any damages, loss, or profits (including indirect or consequential losses) resulting from or
arising out of reliance on any information contained herein or any circumstances giving rise to any claim, to
the fullest extent permitted by law.

Compliance with TAX Obligations
Website users are solely responsible for deciding which taxes may apply to their transactions. It is not
the responsibility of the owners or authors to determine which taxes apply to the users' transactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Duty Exchange is an all in one Multichain cryptocurrency ecosystem, which will initially launch its own
currency on the Binance blockchain in the decentralized part of its ecosystem. DUTY Exchange is
designed as a high-performance multi-services platform that caters to the needs of web3.0 users.
Duty coins may be held, staked, and traded on our Exchange, NFT Market, and Crypto exchange. We are
developing an economic ecosystem that offers a liquidity pool for their stakers, yield farming, Duty Dex,
and NFT marketplace, which will provide wealth to both our community and future investors.
Duty Exchange technology assures that tokens of holders are instantly locked for liquidity. The Duty
TOKEN LP's price stability mirrors this function, with the added benefit of a strong price floor and
cushion for holders. All this is done to alleviate some difficulties identified with the existing DeFi
reflection tokens.
Duty token operates on the Binance Blockchain, which is environmentally friendly and based on proof
of stake. The platform employs a secure wallet and a double-checking technique to hold all tokens. As
an incentive for holders, Duty Crypto Exchange intends to create a Token on the BSC network. In return
for Staking a Duty token, holders will receive an extra Token.
Duty Exchange will soon launch an NFT Marketplace. The characteristics of Duty Exchange NFT
marketplace that distinguish it from other marketplaces are its security and low fees. Duty Exchange
will create a decentralized marketplace where NFT holders may buy and sell their NFTs, and where
digital creators may launch their collections. Duty NFT has a vibrant financial system that will
revolutionize the NFT marketplace and make it safer.
It is a simple, quick, and safe exchange that is genuinely decentralized. We plan to build an
environment in which anyone can become a part of the non-custodial exchange, which means that
while using a platform, the User retains possession of their private keys. We are also offering Yield
farming and rewards in the shape of a fee so the User of the ecosystem will have multiple income
streams to adopt.

NFT

Staking
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Exchange

VISION

We envision a world in which everyone can obtain everything needed through one
crypto ecosystem: A place where wealth-building strategies previously available
only to the wealthy will now become available to everyone, thereby restoring actual
personal control over our finances

The Duty token network will create an all-in-one platform to attract more people to
digital assets by allowing them to earn money through Staking, yield farming, Duty
NFTs, Duty liquidity pools, and exchange tokens with its ecosystem while maintaining
their privacy, security, authority, and autonomy. It is expected that the Duty coin would
establish an ecosystem based on proper monetary rules and a stable decentralized
foundation. Our vision is to become the most trusted all-in-one ecosystem.

Duty token Vision is Encapsulated Within Three Main Components:

Community-Focused
It is our DUTY to grow our ecosystem made by the
people, for the people, into a mainstream network.

Innovation

VISION
STATEMENT

It is our DUTY to make the world the most cryptocentric platform out there!

All in one Ecosystem
It is our DUTY to make the crypto movement
mainstream by creating a user-friendly platform
with all facilities under one umbrella!
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MISSION

Our goal is to provide equal opportunities to all by creating a user-controlled ecosystem
which allows users the ability to make transactions and investors to grow their wealth by
exercising DUTY tokens through our unique digital ecosystem.
Our Mission is to
Provide every Holder with simple and effective ways to gain exposure to digital assets.
Lower the barrier for entry in a more advanced financial ecosystem.
Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully decentralized
in every sense of the word.
Create a next-generation, complete all-in-one platform while giving every person in the
world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial security using the Duty NFT
marketplace and Duty Exchange.

MISSI
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OUR CORE VALUES

Free from corporate and government interference
Duty exchange transactions lack intermediary institutions and
government involvement. Transaction costs are low and transfer speeds
are rapid, thereby eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization
and waiting-period requirements.

Increased liquidity for investors
Duty exchange enjoys a high rate of liquidity as tokens are traded,
resulting in an efficient market: Fair asset prices, market stability,
accuracy of technical analysis and faster transactions.

Inclusivity
We believe that wealth creation should be accessible to everyone,
regardless of ethnicity and social status, thus creating an ecosystem free
from discrimination.

Interconnectivity
Simply said, every component of a system interacts with and is reliant on
the others. Duty Ecosystem believes in building a linked system of mutual
trust and trustworthiness.
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ECOSYSTEM

Decentralized
Network

Swap Trade
Staking

Multi-Chain

Swap

NFT
marketplace
Farming

Exchange
Liquidity Pool

Spot Trade
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LIQUIDITY POOL

Liquidity providers are rewarded with DUTY for providing liquidity. Users pay trading
fees on DEX, which are distributed to liquidity providers based on the number or LP
tokens or the percentage of shares they own in the pool.
The Duty TOKEN protocol ensures that the assets of token stakers are immediately locked
for liquidity. The main purpose is to keep the stakers updated on the performance of the
Duty TOKEN by avoiding whale dips when they are used in a mass trade-off.
The secret of Duty token is Automatic LP. We have a function for stakers with a dualbeneficial implementation. To begin, the contract collects tokens from both sellers and
buyers and adds them to the LP, thereby establishing a consistent price floor.
In principle, the additional LP provides stability by adding the tax to the token's total
liquidity, thereby increasing the token's overall LP and maintaining the price floor.
The price stability of the Duty TOKEN LP mimics this function, with the added advantage
of a firm price floor and cushion for holders. The idea is to minimize huge price dips later
in the game when whales opt to sell their tokens, preventing the price from fluctuating as
much as it would if the automated LP mechanism wasn't in place. All of this is done in an
attempt to address some of the issues with the current DeFi reflection tokens. We are
confident that our system and protocol will triumph over outdated reflection tokens for
these reasons.
Tokens are able to be swapped on Duty Exchange when there is enough liquidity for those
tokens. If there is a lack of liquidity for the tokens that are intending to be swapped,
complications may arise. Providing liquidity generates LP Tokens which will bestow
awards to liquidity providers in the form of trading fees and will ensure constant liquidity
for the exchange.
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YIELD FARMING

Farms incentivize users to provide liquidity for trading pairs by distributing DUTY to pairs LP Token
holders. Yield farming allows users who provide liquidity to earn DUTY rewards by locking their LP
tokens into a smart contract. Yield farming is a reward scheme in the crypto world. Anyone who is
part of the Duty token ecosystem can easily do it. Yield Farms allow users to earn Duty token while
supporting the Duty token platform by staking LP Tokens.
Yield farming credit markets offer new strategies for crypto owners to earn incredibly attractive
returns on their cryptocurrency, at least several times higher than a traditional bank would
offer. Yield farming also offers higher profits than almost any traditional investment channel,
from real estate to stocks and bonds.

IFO

An Initial Farm Offering is an event that allows users to buy into a limited-time offer to purchase new tokens issued
by the web3.0 partner organization. The IFO price is usually very generous.

TOKEN SWAP
Token swaps on Duty Exchange are a simple way to trade one BEP-20 token for another token via automated
liquidity pools.
When you make a token swap (trade) on the exchange you will pay a 0.19% trading fee, which is broken down as
follows:
0.14% - Returned to Liquidity Pools in the form of a fee reward for liquidity providers.
0.05% - Sent to the Stakers.
Note: Fee percent can be reduced... It's in our hands... we can adjust Fees anytime.
Compared to most other exchanges, trading on Duty Exchange is quite easy. Users will not be overwhelmed by
charts nor unnecessary jargon. Calculations will be handled for them through the exchange.
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STAKING

Number of tokens (DUTY)

1,000,000,000

Max Staking rewards

200,000,000

Average swap fee

0.19%

Revenue dedicated to stakers pool

26.32%

Staking with FIXED APR

40%

The fixed APR relates to
the maximum stakable
amount. The lower the
staked amount = the
higher the APR. *Note the
amount automatically
staked from private sales.

Duty token works on the Binance chain, which is eco friendly and on a proof of stake protocol. In
addition to being one of the largest crypto exchanges by trading volume, it offers exemplary staking
services. Staking only requires a small amount of DUTY token to be added to a VETERAN’S Pool in
order to earn DUTY or other tokens. By utilizing comprehensive security methods and offering a
Secure Asset Fund for users, the Duty token assures that users' money is protected (SAFU). At the
time of writing, our staking technique is undoubtedly one of the safest and most environmentally
friendly ways to make passive income. The platform uses a secure wallet and a double-checking
method to hold all staked tokens.
VETERANS Pools are a way of distributing your tokens to BSC users who stake DUTY tokens in the
pool. As more people, especially institutional investors, recognize the crypto market's profitability
and efficiency, staking is gradually becoming a method of obtaining passive income by simply staking
or locking funds in a wallet. Stake a DUTY token and earn free tokens.
Staking is helpful in cryptocurrencies since it provides incentives and passive revenue by staking
tokens on the DUTY exchange. In a decentralized environment, staking a token and staking the
Veteran pool is the most convenient option. Duty token plans to establish a Token on the BSC
blockchain as a reward for stakers. Stakers will receive an additional Token in exchange for a staking
Duty token.
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BENEFITS OF STAKING
NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED

PASSIVE INCOME

Unlike proof of work, there is no need for specific
equipment or hardware for crypto staking. Proof of stake
works without the need for any special equipment. The only
requirement is to Stake the Duty token for an interval of
time by the stakers on Duty Exchange.

Stakeholders earn Duty tokens by staking and controlling
their digital wealth and gain financial freedom. The
incentive for this is passive income for the recipient.

SCALABILITY

ECO-FRIENDLIER

Scalability is a term that is frequently used in the
Blockchain ecosystem. It refers to a computational
process's potential to be used to generate in a variability of
ways. Proof of stake protocols, as shown by Duty tokens in
higher transaction outputs and lower fees, make for greater
scalability.

One of the significant benefits of staking Duty token is that it
doesn't need a continuous supply of energy to validate the
Transaction. As a result, it is environmentally friendly.

COST-EFFECTIVE

SECURED BY SMART CONTRACT

Proof of stake blockchains are usually low-cost and lowenergy systems that don't require any special or expensive
hardware. POS is less expensive and less harmful to the
environment than proof-of-work chains. So, the stakers can
earn more passive income by using the Duty token
platform.

The biggest issue in the modern world is security/privacy.
Duty token provides a swift and stable portal which is
backed by the unique Duty ecosystem that is far superior to
others. Duty token offers a highly secure and rapid platform
for staking crypto.

NO HARDWARE IS
REQUIRED

PASSIVE INCOME

SCALABILITY

ECO-FRIENDLIER

MORE COSTEFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED
WITH THE HELP
OF SMART
CONTRACT
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NFT

Duty Ecosystem will launch its NFT Marketplace, where
NFT holders may buy and sell their NFTs and digital
creators can launch their own collections.
The characteristics of Duty NFT marketplace that
distinguish it from other marketplaces are its superior
security and lower fees.
Regarding the lower fees, we would like to point out that
we have the lowest fees, i.e. 0.19% of which 0.14% are
directed to the liquidity account and 0.05% go to the
staking account.

Some of the advantages of Duty token NFT include:

Ownership Rights
Non-fungible tokens have a major benefit in that they may be used to verify
ownership. Because they operate on a blockchain network, NFTs can help to
bind ownership to a single account.

Authenticity
Non-fungible tokens' benefits are mostly defined by their scarcity. The
blockchain is used to construct NFTs, which implies they are linked to one-ofa-kind data. NFTs' unique characteristics demonstrate their capacity to add
value. Simultaneously, NFT makers can release a limited quantity of NFTs in
order to generate supply scarcity.

This platform allows developers of digital items to
experiment with new revenue strategies. We will ensure
authenticity and uniqueness by the underlying code.
Each NFT encodes a unique genome that defines its
appearance, traits, and hereditary lineage. We will ensure
that NFTs sold at their marketplace cannot be replicated
and cannot be transferred without the user's permission.

Fraud proof
They're simple to transmit and they are fraud proof by design.

Duty Exchange offers two types of NFT Marketplaces: the first type depends on DUTY Tokens and the
second type is an independent marketplace. In the first type of marketplace, users must have DUTY token
available in their wallet for the creation profile. In the second type of marketplace (fully independent),
users not in possession of Duty token may nevertheless join then buy/sell NFTs on the platform.
The NFT Marketplace supports personalized user profiles. This allows users to choose their name, join a
team and utilize a preferred NFT image as their own profile picture. Users may then share their NFT
profile picture and achievements with friends as well as have the ability to join special Duty Exchange
team events.

FEATURES OF NFT MARKETPLACE
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Activities
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Buyer & Seller Fee
Collected by Admin
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Transaction History
& Details
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GLOBAL NFT MARKETPLACE

In 2021, the popularity of non-fungible tokens skyrocketed, with multimillion-dollar sales smashing
records. According to DappRadar, the trade volume of NFTs in 2021 was $24.9 billion. This is an
increase from $95 million in 2020. In 2021, there were 2.7 million unique active wallets as a proxy for
users, with 49% of those users connected to NFT games. Although the average NFT price fluctuated
between $6,900 and $1,300 in January, a record-breaking 2.4 million NFTs (worth $4.8 billion) were
traded on OpenSea. Over the previous 30 days, the total sales value was around 87 million dollars as
of February 15, 2022.
In 2020, NFT projects in art and gaming valued several millions of dollars, but they were significantly
smaller than in 2021.

CHARACTERISTICS

2018

2019

2020

2021

ALL

36.77

24.02

66.78

13,981.9

COLLECTIBLE

13.86

2.71

16.45

7,130.05

GAME

5.191

11.59

15.26

2,153.82

ART

0.05

0.45

17.11

2,107.57

METAVERSE

1
16.35

5.38

15.97

630.99

UTILITY

1.29

4.11

2.41

75.5

0

0

0

19.75

0.03

0

0

1864.22

DEFI

UNDEFINED

Fig; Market size of NFT in different segments worldwide 2018-2021

Source:

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1221400/nft-sales-revenue-by-segment/
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DEX

Duty Exchange runs on BNB Smart Chain, with much lower transaction costs than Ethereum or Bitcoin.
Regarding the lower fees, we would like to point out that we have the lowest fees, 0.19% of which
0.14% are directed to the liquidity account and 0.05% go to the staking account. Trading fees are lower
than other top decentralized exchanges, too. Its AMM-based Multichain + Cross-chain DEX is based on
BSC, Ethereum, Polygon, and Elrond with NFT and Game features. We are launching a DEX satisfying
the needs of fully decentralized payments. Duty Exchange is making it easy and convenient to connect
and process transactions, bringing any user-touchable space close to the dominant cryptocurrency's
future world.
Duty Exchange guarantees outstanding processing speed along with extremely low transactions fees
to facilitate easy connection within the community: an easy, fast and secure exchange in a truly
decentralized way. It is a place where users may exchange their tokens for the desired ones. The
Exchange is non-custodial, meaning users remain in control of their private keys whenever transacting
on the DEX platform.

Advantages
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KEY FEATURES

Multi-layer Security
Preferred Trader Selection
Admin Panel
Dashboard with Deposit and Withdraw Charts
Fully responsive and dynamic design
Activity transaction
Generate wallet address
User profile
Secured
Customer support
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TRADE ON DUTY EXCHANGE
Before you can trade, you will need a BNB Smart Chain-compatible wallet. You will
also need to have some BEP20 tokens to trade with.

1

Go to the exchange page.

2

Unlock your BNB Smart Chain-compatible wallet by clicking Unlock Wallet (you can
also Connect in the top right-hand corner). If you haven't yet connected your wallet
to Duty Exchange, you can view the related guide.

3

Choose the token you want to trade from the dropdown menu in the "From" section.
The default setting is BNB. Whichever token you choose, you will need to make sure
you have some to trade with. Your balance is shown above the token dropdown
menu.
Choose the token you want to trade in the "To" section above. Next, type an amount

4

for your "To" currency by clicking inside the input box. Your "From" currency

5

Check the details, and click the Swap button.

6

A window with more details will appear. Ensure the details are correct. When you
are ready, click the Confirm Swap button. Your wallet will ask you to confirm the
action.

7

Done! You can click View on BscScan to see your transaction details on the explorer.

amount will be estimated automatically. You can also type your "From" amount and
have the "To" amount estimate automatically if you like.
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SWAP

Users can securely swap tokens on this platform without relying on centralized
services or losing control of their private keys. As a decentralized exchange, all
trades are automatically executed via smart contracts, eliminating counterparty
risks. Everything you do on Duty Swap is routed directly through your own wallet,
eliminating the need to entrust your coins to someone else.
There are many great reasons our Wallet users love using Swap:
Swap to an asset that you think will grow quickly.
Hedge against real-world events by moving from a volatile asset to one of our
stable coins.
Duty Swap platforms are integrated into the world's top cryptocurrency trading
exchanges, allowing users to search for and select the best transaction rates.
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WHY CHOOSE DUTY EXCHANGE?

Transparency & Immutability
Every asset is recorded on the blockchain using the Duty token ecosystem. An audit
trail is provided to track where the token originated. It can assist with security and
fraud prevention in exchange-related firms and verify the legitimacy of the exchanged
assets.

Lower Fees and Security
We are using a multi-chain system linked to the DUTY ecosystem, with lower gas fees
than those related to debit, credit, wire transfers and BACS payments. Our transaction
fees are among the lowest on the market.

Community
Duty token is one of crypto's fastest growing and most loved communities. We believe
that we are creating an ecosystem by the people for the people in order to enable a
more secure and friendly investing environment.

Ease of use
The duty token stands out due to its ease of use and versatility. All you need is a
smartphone and access to the internet. We are developing an all-in-one multichain
ecosystem. By becoming a part of the Duty token, investors may quickly Swap,
Exchange & receive rewards easily.

Blockchain compliant
Duty Token is a multichain-compliant, rewarding platform designed to facilitate
trading, with every action backed by fraud-proof blockchain.
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TOKENOMICS

NAME

Blockchain

Duty Coin

Multichain

SYMBOL

Total Supply

$DUTY

1,000,000,000

Private Sale
15%

Liquidity & Upgrades
23%

Public Sale
1.5%

Team
18%

Staking Reward
20%

Advisors
3.5%

Treasury
9.5%
Marketing
9.5%

Fields

DUTY Token

Percent

Private Sale

150,000,000

15%

Public Sale

15,000,000

1.5%

Team

180,000,000

18%

Treasury

95,000,000

9.5%

Marketing

95,000,000

9.5%

Advisors

35,000,000

3.5%

Staking Reward

200,000,000

20%

Liquidity & Upgrades

230,000,000

23%
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TOKENOMICS
NETWORK WISE DISTRIBUTION
Earn DUTY Token and other tokens for free with super high-interest rates.
Others
Elrond 6.3%
1.6%

BSC Network 658,750,000
ETH Network
19.7%

Polygon 14,750,000
ETH Network 183,750,000
Elrond 14,750,000

Polygon
1.6%

Others 59,000,000
BSC Network
70.8%

100
Private

75

Public

50

Reward

25
0

Liquidity

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

UTILITY
Use of Duty for staking and farming.
Burning mechanism not currently present but may be enabled in the future.
Staking and farming will be remunerated by pre-allocated tokens and on path for self
sustainability by the low transaction fee on DEX.
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ROADMAP
Q1 2022
Company Foundation & Crypto License Permit
Smart Contract development for Dex, NFT & Game
Smart Contract Development for Vesting Dapp
Dex UI Designing & Development
Vesting UI Designing & Development
ICO Development

Q2 2022
Dex Swap Implemented
Dex Liquidity features Implemented
Dex limit Orders Implemented
Dex Farm Implemented
Dex Staking VETERAN'S Pool Implemented
Dex IFO features Implemented
Dex Analytics features Implemented
NFT marketplace UI Designing & Development started
Elrond NFT Market: profile management implemented, Market
Collection implemented, Auction implemented, Royalty feature
implemented, Transaction history & Activity Implemented, Backend API

01
02

Q3 2022
ETH/BNB NFT Market
Profile Management Implemented, Collection features implemented, Auction
implemented, Royalty feature implemented, Transaction history & Activity
Implemented, Single & Multi NFT minting based on ERC-721/BEP-721 &
ERC-1155/BEP-1155, Mystery Box feature implemented

03

NFT Backend
User Management, NFT Management, Smart Contract Management, Mystery
Box management, Application Setting, IPFS Setting, Block Sync Setting,
Network ( ETH/ BNB ) Setting, Token Management, NFT Frontend & Backend
API, NFT Category Setting, NFT Fee Setting, Royalty feature implemented

Q4 2022

ROADMAP
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ICO Launching
Private Sale Launching
Smart Contracts Audit
Bug Bounty event
Debugging & Testing

Q1 2023
NFT Polygon Implementation
Dex Multichain & Crosschain Implementation
Dex & NFT Marketplace BSC based live
Elrond Marketplace live
Dex Multinetwork Loan Finance Module (Land & Borrow) Implementation
Dex Payment Gateway Implemented
Dex Features Trading
Adding Multi Networks NFT Auction
Adding Launchpad Multi Network
NFT Game Live (Chess, Action Game, Racing Game)

05

06

Q2 2023
Dex on Elrond Network
NFT Staking
Duty Dex Wallet (up to Q3 phase 2023)
Metaverse
Dex P2P Implementation
Cross Chain NFT
Duty Blockchain Development (Project up to Q3 phase 2024)
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Q3 2023
Dex Wallet Development
Duty Blockchain Development
Dex & NFT MArket additional features
DUTY API for the 3rd Party integration
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CONCLUSION

The DUTY Token ecosystem was originally conceived as an all in one AMM-based
Multichain & Cross chain platform, providing advanced features such as DEX, NFT
Marketplace, financial contracts, staking, liquidity pools, governance, gamification and
highly generalized programming language. Our DUTY is to create a next-generation,
complete, all-in-one platform which allows everyone an equal opportunity to manage
and improve their financial security using the Duty NFT marketplace and Duty
Exchange.
What is more interesting about the DUTY ecosystem is that the DUTY protocol moves
far beyond just crypto currency. Our mission is to provide every holder with simple yet
effective ways to gain exposure to digital assets. We will lower the barrier for entry to a
more advanced financial ecosystem by operating as a community-focused and
community-driven digital asset. This is fully decentralized, in every sense of the word.
Our goal is to provide opportunities to each and every human, without discrimination,
whereas users may transact and investors may generate wealth within a unique, usercontrolled ecosystem.
A wide array of additional applications which are not directly affiliated with money,
their sole purpose will be for helping our digital ecosystem grow, shall be offered, as
well.

I don't know, but I've been told
DUTY was just made to HODL!
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